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A REDUCTION THEOREM FOR THE GALOIS–MCKAY
CONJECTURE
GABRIEL NAVARRO, BRITTA SPA¨TH, AND CAROLINA VALLEJO
Abstract. We introduce H-triples and a partial order relation on them, general-
izing the theory of ordering character triples developed by Navarro and Spa¨th. This
generalization takes into account the action of Galois automorphisms on characters
and, together with previous results of Ladisch and Turull, allows us to reduce the
Galois–McKay conjecture to a question about simple groups.
Introduction
The origin of the McKay conjecture dates back to a paper of John McKay from
1972 ([McK72]), where it is stated for finite simple groups and for p “ 2.
Conjecture (The McKay conjecture). Let G be a finite group, let p a prime and let
H “ NGpP q be the normalizer in G of a Sylow p-subgroup P of G. Then
|Irrp1pGq| “ |Irrp1pHq| ,
where Irrp1pGq is the set of irreducible complex characters of G of degree not divisible
by p.
In 2007, Martin Isaacs, Gunter Malle and the first-named author reduced the
McKay conjecture to a problem about simple groups in [IMN07]. Using this reduction
theorem, G. Malle and the second-named author have recently proven that the McKay
conjecture holds for all finite groups for p “ 2 in [MS16].
In 2004, the first-named author predicted that not only the degrees of the complex
characters of G and H were related but also their values (see [Nav04]). For a fixed
prime p, let H be the subgroup of G “ GalpQab{Qq consisting of the σ P G for which
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there exists an integer f such that σpξq “ ξp
f
for every root of unity ξ of order not
divisible by p.
Conjecture (The Galois–McKay conjecture). Let G be a finite group, let p be a
prime, and let H “ NGpP q be the normalizer in G of a Sylow p-subgroup P of G.
Then the actions of H on Irrp1pGq and Irrp1pHq are permutation isomorphic.
As a matter of fact, this conjecture is stated only for cyclic subgroups of H in
Conjecture A of [Nav04], but it is suggested in the above more general form at the
end of the same paper. The Galois–McKay conjecture as stated above is equivalent
to the existence of a McKay bijection preserving fields of values of characters over
the field Qp of p-adic numbers. Recall that if Q Ď F is a field extension and χ is
a character of a group G, then the field of values Fpχq of χ over F is obtained by
adjoining to F all the values of χ. The conjecture appeared in this latter form in
[Tur08a] (also including local Schur indices).
The Galois–McKay conjecture has been proved for p-solvable groups in [Tur08b]
and for alternating groups in [Nat09] and [BN18]. It has been established for groups
with cyclic Sylow p-subgroups in [Nav04]; and for groups of Lie type in defining
characteristic in [Ruh17]. For sporadic groups, it can now be easily checked with
[GAP].
Also, some of its main consequences have been obtained since its formulation. For
instance, in [NTT07] it was proven that, for p odd, NGpP q “ P if, and only if, G has
no non-trivial p-rational valued irreducible character of p1-degree. More recently, for
p “ 2, it has been proved in [SF18] thatNGpP q “ P if, and only if, all the odd-degree
irreducible characters of G are fixed by σ0 P H, where σ0 squares odd roots of unity
and fixes 2-power roots of unity. Some other consequences, such as determining the
exponent of P {P 1 from the character table have been treated recently in [NT19]. In
particular, we now know that the character table determines the exponent of the
abelianization of a Sylow 2-subgroup thanks to [NT19] and [Mal19]. In all these
papers, ad-hoc reductions to simple groups have been provided for fixed elements
σ P H, and then the classification of finite simple groups has been used to prove the
theorems. However, the Galois–McKay conjecture has eluded a general reduction
until now. The following is the main result of this paper. We recall that a simple
group S is involved in G if S – K{N for some N Ÿ K ď G.
Theorem A. Suppose that G is a finite group, and p is a prime. If all simple groups
involved in G satisfy the inductive Galois–McKay condition for p (Definition 3.1),
then the Galois–McKay conjecture holds for G and p.
One of the main differences between our reduction theorem and the reduction
theorem for the McKay conjecture is that we cannot make use of the general theory
of character triples and character triple isomorphisms, since these do not preserve in
general fields of values. We remedy this by introducing the notion of H-triples in
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Section 1. There we also introduce a partial order relation between H-triples that
allows us to construct H-equivariant bijections between character sets. The original
partial order relation between character triples that we now generalize and whose use
is crucial in this work was introduced in [NS14]. Here we mostly refer to the exposition
given in [Nav18]. In Section 2 we study how to construct new ordered H-triple pairs
from old ones. In Section 3 we give the inductive Galois–McKay condition that we
expect all finite simple groups to satisfy. Finally in Section 4, we prove Theorem A
relying on key results due to Friedrich Ladisch and Alexandre Turull. We care to
remark that our Theorem A does not provide a different proof of the p-solvable case
of the Galois–McKay conjecture as our method depends on the study of the character
theory over Glauberman correspondents that has been carried out by A. Turull in
different papers.
The verification of the inductive Galois–McKay condition for finite simple groups
brings up a new challenge, as it requires a vast knowledge of the character values of
decorated simple groups and the interplay between Galois action and the action of
group automorphisms on characters, a subject that it is still not fully understood. Ex-
amples of families of simple groups satisfying the inductive Galois–McKay condition
will appear in [Spa¨19].
Acknowledgements. The authors are strongly indebted to Gunter Malle for an
exhaustive revision of a previous version of this paper. This material is partially based
upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. DMS-
1440140 while the authors were in residence at the Mathematical Sciences Research
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to thank the MSRI and the staff for the kind hospitality. The third-named author is
obliged to Gus Lonergan for useful conversations during the afore-mentioned program.
1. H-triples
Let G be a finite group, let N Ÿ G, and let θ P IrrpNq. We denote by IrrpG|θq the
set of χ P IrrpGq such that θ is an irreducible constituent of the restriction χN . If θ
is G-invariant, then it is said that pG,N, θq is a character triple. The aim of this
section is to extend the theory of ordering character triples developed in [NS14] by
taking into account the action of Galois automorphisms on characters.
Let G “ GalpQab{Qq, where Qab is the field generated by all roots of unity in C.
By Brauer’s theorem on splitting fields [Bra45], the group G acts on the irreducible
characters of every finite group. Let σ P G, we denote by θσ the irreducible character
of N given by θσpnq “ θpnqσ “ σpθpnqq for every n P N . (Note that G is abelian.)
Let p be a prime which is fixed but arbitrary. LetH be the subgroup of G consisting
of the σ P G for which there exists an integer f such that σpξq “ ξp
f
for every root of
unity ξ of order not divisible by p. For every non-negative integer n, the restriction
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of the automorphisms in H to Qpξnq yields a group Hn ď GalpQpξnq{Qq which is
isomorphic to GalpQppξnq{Qpq, where ξn is a primitive nth root of unity and Qp is
the field of p-adic numbers.
We denote by θH the H-orbit of θ and by IrrpG|θHq the set of irreducible characters
of G which lie over some H-conjugate of θ. This set isď
σPH
IrrpG|θσq .
If χ P IrrpG|θHq, then we call the natural number χp1q{θp1q the character degree
ratio of χ (with respect to θH).
We denote by GθH the stabilizer in G of the set θ
H, in the action of G on IrrpNq
by conjugation. Note that GθH “ tg P G | θ
g “ θσ for some σ P Hu. We write
pG,N, θqH if GθH “ G; in other words, if
tθg | g P Gu Ď tθσ | σ P Hu.
In this case, we call pG,N, θqH an H-triple. Notice that if pG,N, θqH is an H-triple,
then pG,N, θσqH is also an H-triple for every σ P H. Also, note that pGθH , N, θqH is
always an H-triple.
Suppose that pG,N, θqH is an H-triple. Let Gθ be the stabilizer of θ in G. If
g P G, then there is σ P H such that θg “ θσ. Therefore pGθq
g “ Gθ, and we
have that Gθ Ÿ G. Furthermore, notice that via gGθ ÞÑ σHθ we obtain an injective
homomorphism G{Gθ Ñ H{Hθ. We will denote by HG,θ the subgroup of H such
that HG,θ{Hθ is the image under the above monomorphism. We will write just HG
whenever θ is clear from the context.
We start with the following result on projective representations. For a background
on these, see Chapter 11 of [Isa06] or Section 10.4 of [Nav18]. It is a version of the
main result of [Rey65].
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that Q is a projective representation of G whose factor set
α only takes roots of unity values and satisfies αp1, 1q “ 1. Then there is a similar
representation Q1 with entries in a finite cyclotomic extension of Q.
Proof. As in Theorem 5.6 of [Nav18], let Z be a finite subgroup of Cˆ containing all
values of α. Define pG “ tpg, zq | g P G, z P Zu with multiplication given by
pg1, z1qpg2, z2q “ pg1g2, αpg1, g2qz1z2q.
The product above is associative as α is a factor set. Since αpg, 1q “ αp1, 1q “
αp1, gq “ 1 for every g P G (by Lemma 11.5 of [Isa06]), we get that αpg, g´1q “
αpg´1, gq, and that Gˆ is a finite group. Define pQppg, zqq “ zQpgq for every pg, zq P pG.
Then pQ is an ordinary representation of pG. By Brauer’s theorem (Theorem 10.3
of [Isa06]), there exists a representation pD of pG similar to pQ with matrix entries in
some finite cyclotomic extension of Q. Then we easily check that Q1pgq “ pDpg, 1q is
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a projective representation of G similar to Q and such the values of Q1 lie in some
finite cyclotomic extension of Q. 
Given a character triple pG,N, θq, one can find a projective representation P of G
associated with θ in the sense of Definition 5.2 of [Nav18].
Corollary 1.2. If pG,N, θq is a character triple, then there is a projective represen-
tation P of G associated with θ with entries in Qab and whose factor set only takes
roots of unity values. If P is any such representation, then Ppgq has finite order for
every g P G.
Proof. By Theorem 5.5 of [Nav18], there exists a projective representation P 1 of G
associated with pG,N, θq such that the factor set α only takes roots of unity values.
Since α is the factor set of P 1, we see that αp1, 1q “ 1. By Theorem 1.1, let P be a
similar projective representation of G with values in Qab. Since P and P 1 have the
same factor set, it easily follows that P is a projective representation associated with
θ satisfying the required properties.
Finally, if P is any such representation, let Z be a finite subgroup of Cˆ containing
all values of α. Define pG “ tpg, zq | g P G, z P Zu with multiplication given by
pg1, z1qpg2, z2q “ pg1g2, αpg1, g2qz1z2q
as in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Then pP defined as pPpg, zq “ zPpgq for every pg, zq P pG
is an ordinary representation of pG. The last statement follows since pPpg, zq has finite
order for every pg, zq P pG. 
Remark 1.3. Recall that if pG,N, θq is a character triple, then two projective rep-
resentations P and P1 of G are associated with θ if, and only if, there is a func-
tion µ : G Ñ Cˆ constant on cosets of N , with µp1q “ 1 and a complex invert-
ible matrix M such that P1pgq “ µpgqM
´1PpgqM for all g P G (this is Lemma
10.10(b) of [Nav18]). Notice that µ is uniquely determined by the pair pP,P1q.
Indeed, if P1pgq “ µ1pgqM
´1
1 PpgqM1 for all g P G, for some function µ1 with
µ1pnq “ 1 for all n P N , then we will have that M
´1PpnqM “ M´11 PpnqM1 for
all n P N . By Schur’s lemma, we have that M1 “ λM for some λ P C
ˆ. Hence
µpgqM´1PpgqM “ µ1pgqM
´1PpgqM for all g P G, and thus µpgq “ µ1pgq using that
M´1PpgqM is non-zero.
Let P be a projective representation of G with factor set α. If f : G Ñ G1 is
a group isomorphism (we will use exponential notation for images of f), then we
define Pf pg1q “ Ppg
f´1
1 q for g1 P G1. This is a projective representation of G1
with factor set αf , where αfpxf , yfq “ αpx, yq for x, y P G. (See Theorem 10.9
of [Nav18].) If σ P GalpQab{Qq, and P has entries in Qab, then Pσpgq :“ Ppgqσ
(where σ is applied entry-wise) defines a projective representation of G with factor
set ασpx, yq “ αpx, yqσ, for x, y P G. Notice that αpx, yq P Qab in this case.
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In what follows, we shall use that if N Ÿ G, then Gˆ G acts naturally on IrrpNq.
Indeed, if θ P IrrpNq, g P G and σ P G, then θgσ is the irreducible character of N given
by θgσpnq “ θpgng´1qσ for n P N . (To simplify notation, we often use gσ instead of
pg, σq.)
Throughout this work, we will use „ to denote similarity between matrices.
Lemma 1.4. Suppose that N Ÿ G, θ P IrrpNq, and assume that θgσ “ θ for some
g P G and σ P GalpQab{Qq. Let P be a projective representation of Gθ associated
with θ with values in Qab and factor set α. Then
Pgσpxq “ Ppgxg´1qσ,
where we apply σ entry-wise, defines a projective representation of Gθ associated with
θ, with factor set αgσpx, yq “ αgpx, yqσ. In particular, there is a unique function
µgσ : Gθ Ñ C
ˆ
with µgσp1q “ 1, constant on cosets of N such that P
gσ „ µgσP.
Proof. Notice that g normalizes Gθ. The rest is straightforward using Remark 1.3. 
We are now ready to define a partial order relation between H-triples.
Definition 1.5. Suppose that pG,N, θqH and pH,M,ϕqH are H-triples. We write
pG,N, θqH ěc pH,M,ϕqH if the following conditions hold:
(i) G “ NH , N XH “M , CGpNq Ď H .
(ii) pH ˆHqθ “ pH ˆHqϕ. In particular, Hθ “ Hϕ.
(iii) There are projective representations P of Gθ and P
1 of Hϕ associated with θ
and ϕ with entries in Qab with factor sets α and α1 respectively such that α and
α1 take roots of unity values, αHθˆHθ “ α
1
HθˆHθ
, and for c P CGpNq, the scalar
matrices Ppcq and P 1pcq are associated with the same scalar ζc.
(iv) For every a P pH ˆHqθ, the functions µa and µ
1
a given by Lemma 1.4 agree on
Hθ.
In (iii), notice that if c P CGpNq, then c P Hθ, and Ppcq and P
1pcq are scalar
matrices by Schur’s Lemma (applied to the irreducible representations PN and P
1
M).
In the situation described above we say that pP,P 1q gives
pG,N, θqH ěc pH,M,ϕqH .
Note that if pP,P 1q gives pG,N, θqH ěc pH,M,ϕqH as above, then pP,P
1q is asso-
ciated with pGθ, N, θq ěc pHϕ,M, ϕq in the sense of Definition 10.14 of [Nav18].
The following technical result will be useful at the end of Section 2.
Lemma 1.6. Assume that pP,Pq gives pG,N, θqH ěc pH,M,NqH. Let U ď C
ˆ be
the subgroup of roots of unity of C. If ǫ : Gθ Ñ U is any map constant on N-cosets
and such that ǫp1q “ 1, then pǫP, ǫHθP
1q also gives pG,N, θqH ěc pH,M,ϕqH.
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Proof. Conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 1.5 are satisfied. Write Pˆ “ ǫP and
Pˆ 1 “ ǫHθP
1, we will show that pPˆ, Pˆ 1q gives pG,N, θqH ěc pH,M,ϕqH.
Note that Pˆ is a projective representation with values in Qab associated with θ. If
ν : Gθ Ñ U is any arbitrary function, we can define δpνq : Gθ ˆGθ Ñ U by
δpνqpx, yq “ νpxqνpyqνpxyq´1
so that δpνq is a factor set. It is routine to check that the factor set of pP is β “ δpǫqα.
Also, Pˆ 1 is a projective representation with values in Qab associated with ϕ, and
with factor set β 1 “ δpǫHθqα
1 “ βHθˆHθ . For every c P CGpNq, the matrices Pˆ
1pcq
and Pˆ 1pcq correspond to the same scalar ǫpcqζc, where Ppcq and P
1pcq correspond
to the scalar ζc. Hence pPˆ , Pˆ 1q satisfies condition (iii) of Definition 1.5. Whenever
ph, σq P pH ˆHqθ, it is straightforward to check that,
Pˆhσ „ µˆhσPˆ and pPˆ 1q
hσ „ µˆ1hσPˆ
1 ,
where µˆhσ “ µhσ
ǫhσ
ǫ
, µˆ1hσ “ µ
1
hσp
ǫhσ
ǫ
qHθ , and the functions µhσ and µ
1
hσ given by
Lemma 1.4 satisfy
P
hσ „ µhσP and pP
1qhσ „ µ1hσP
1 .
In particular µˆ1hσ “ pµˆhσqHθ , thus the pair pPˆ, Pˆ
1q satisfies all the conditions in
Definition 1.5. 
The following technical lemma allows us to show that in order to check (iv) of
Definition 1.5 on pH ˆHqθ it is enough to check the condition on a transversal of Hθ
in pH ˆHqθ.
Lemma 1.7. Suppose that pG,N, θqH is an H-triple. Let P be a projective repre-
sentation of Gθ associated with θ with entries in Q
ab, with factor set α. Then the
following hold:
(a) Let g P Gθ. Then P
gpyq “ µgpyqMPpyqM
´1 for all y P Gθ, where
µgpyq “
αpg, g´1q
αpg, yg´1qαpy, g´1q
and M “ Ppgq. In particular, µg has values in Q
abzt0u.
(b) Let pg, σq P pG ˆ Hqθ and suppose that we write g “ tx where t P Gθ and
x P G. Then θxσ “ θ, pGθq
x “ Gθ, and
µgσ “ µ
xσ
t µxσ ,
where µxσt pyq “ µtpxyx
´1qσ, for every y P Gθ, and the functions µt, µxσ and
µgσ are given by Lemma 1.4.
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Proof. Part (a) follows directly from the definitions of Pg, of a projective represen-
tation, the uniqueness in Remark 1.3 and Lemma 1.4 applied to σ “ 1. Given
pg, σq P pG ˆHqθ, suppose that we write g “ tx for some t P Gθ and x P G. Note
that θxσ “ θ. In particular, x normalizes Gθ. Then for every y P Gθ we have that
Pgσpyq “ Ppgyg´1qσ
“ Pptxyx´1t´1qσ
“ pP tpxyx´1qqσ
„ µtpxyx
´1qσPpxyx´1qσ
“ µxσt pyqP
xσpyq
„ µxσt pyqµxσpyqPpyq. 
We will often use the following fact in Section 2.
Lemma 1.8. Suppose that pG,N, θqH and pH,M,ϕqH are H-triples satisfying the
conditions (i) and (ii) in Definition 1.5. Write A “ pH ˆHqθ. Suppose that P and
P 1 are projective representations satisfying (iii) from Definition 1.5. Then condition
(iv) of Definition 1.5 holds for every a P A if, and only if, it holds for a complete set
of representatives of Hθ-cosets in A.
Proof. Note that Hθ Ÿ A since θ
hσ “ θ implies that h normalizes Hθ. The direct
implication trivially holds. Assume that (iv) of Definition 1.5 holds for a complete
set of representatives T of the Hθ-cosets in A. Given a P A, write a “ hxσ for h P Hθ
and xσ P T. By Lemma 1.7(b) we have that
µa “ µ
xσ
h µxσ and µ
1
a “ pµ
1
hq
xσµ1xσ.
By assumption µ1xσ is the restriction of µxσ. By Lemma 1.7(a) we have that µh
depends only on the factor set α of P and µ1h depends only on the factor set α
1 of
P 1. Since P and P 1 satisfy condition (iii) of Definition 1.5, we have that α1 is the
restriction of α. Hence µ1a is the restriction of µa as wanted. 
Let pP,P 1q be associated with pG,N, θqH ěc pH,M,ϕqH. Since pP,P
1q is associ-
ated with pGθ, N, θq ěc pHϕ,M, ϕq as in Definition 10.14 of [Nav18], we have defined
character bijections via pP,P 1q
τJ : IrrpJ |θq Ñ IrrpJ XH |ϕq
whenever N Ď J ď Gθ as in Theorem 10.13 of [Nav18]. These bijections preserve
ratios of character degrees.
Lemma 1.9. Suppose that pP,P 1q is associated with pG,N, θqH ěc pH,M,ϕqH.
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(a) For every N Ď J ď Gθ, let τJ : IrrpJ |θq Ñ IrrpJ X H |ϕq be the bijective map
defined via pP,P 1q. If ph, σq P pH ˆHqθ, then J
h Ď Gθ and
τJhpχ
hσq “ τJ pχq
hσ
for every χ P IrrpJ |θq.
(b) Let HG{Hθ ď H{Hθ be the image of G{Gθ in H{Hθ under the natural monomor-
phism. If for χ P IrrpG|θq, we define τpχq “ pτGθpψqq
H , where ψ P IrrpGθq is the
Clifford correspondent of χ lying over θ, then the map τ : IrrpG|θq Ñ IrrpH |ϕq is
an HG-equivariant bijection preserving ratios of character degrees.
Proof. We have that pP,P 1q is associated with pGθ, N, θq ěc pHϕ,M, ϕq in the sense
of Definition 10.14 of [Nav18]. For every N Ď J ď Gθ, we have defined character
bijections
τJ : IrrpJ |θq Ñ IrrpJ XH |ϕq.
Given χ P IrrpJ |θq, recall that χ is the trace of a representation of the form Qb PJ ,
where Q is an irreducible projective representation of J{N , with factor set β “
pα´1qJˆJ , that can be chosen with matrix entries in some finite cyclotomic extension
of Q (by Theorem 1.1). Then τJpχq is the character afforded by QJXH b P
1
JXH .
Let a “ ph, σq P A “ pH ˆHqθ. Then θ
a “ θ and also ϕa “ ϕ, as A “ pH ˆHqϕ.
Hence χa P IrrpJh|θq. The character χa of Jh is afforded by
pQb PJq
a “ Qa b pPJq
a “ Qa b pPaqJh „ Q
a b pµaqJhPJh “ pµaqJhQ
a b PJh .
This implies that pµaqJhQ
a is a projective representation of Jh{N with factor set
pα´1qJhˆJh. By definition, we have that τJpχ
aq is afforded by
pµaQ
aqJhXH b P
1
JhXH “ pQ
aqJhXH b pµ
1
aP
1qJhXH „ pQJXHq
a b pP 1JXHq
a .
Just notice that pQJXHq
a b pP 1JXHq
a “ pQJXH b P
1
JXHq
a affords τJ pχq
a.
We next prove the second statement. If σ P HG, then let g P H be such that
θgσ “ θ (there exists such g P H by the definition of HG, and using the fact that
G “ GθH). Since pg, σq P pH ˆHqθ “ pH ˆHqϕ, we have ϕ
gσ “ ϕ. Consequently
χσ P IrrpG|θq and τpχqσ P IrrpH |ϕq. Since ψgσ is the Clifford correspondent of χσ,
we have that
τpχσq “ τGθpψ
gσqH “ pτGθpψq
gσqH “ pτGθpψq
Hqσ “ τpχqσ ,
where τGθpψ
gσq “ τGθpψq
gσ by the first part of this proof, so τ is HG-equivariant.
Notice that our map preserves ratios of character degrees because character triple
isomorphisms do, and it is a bijection since τGθ and the Clifford correspondence are
bijections. 
Ordered pairs of H-triples yield H-equivariant bijections between related character
sets.
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Theorem 1.10. Suppose that pG,N, θqH ěc pH,M,ϕqH. Then there is an H-
equivariant bijection IrrpG|θHq Ñ IrrpH |ϕHq that preserves ratios of character de-
grees.
Proof. By the definition of H-character triples, we have that G acts on θH. Suppose
that θ1, . . . , θs are representatives of the G-orbits, where say θ1 “ θ, and θi “ θ
σi .
Notice that Gθi “ Gθ. Also notice that if we set ϕi “ ϕ
σi , then ϕ1, . . . , ϕs are
representatives of the H-orbits on ϕH (using that pH ˆHqθ “ pH ˆHqϕq. If pP,P
1q
is associated with pG,N, θqH ěc pH,M,ϕqH, then pP
σi , pP 1qσiq is associated with
pG,N, θiqH ěc pH,M,ϕiqH. We have that
IrrpG|θHq “
9
ď
i
IrrpG|θiq and IrrpH |ϕ
Hq “
9
ď
i
IrrpH |ϕiq.
Note that if we write τi for the bijection IrrpG|θiq Ñ IrrpH |ϕiq given by Lemma
1.9, then τi ˝ σi “ σi ˝ τ1. Let HG be as in Lemma 1.9. Recall HG{Hθ ď H{Hθ is
isomorphic to G{Gθ. Note that HG is the stabilizer in H of any of the G-orbits on θ
H
(this is because H is abelian). Hence H “ 9
Ť
iHGσi. Let τ : IrrpG|θ
Hq Ñ IrrpH |ϕHq
be the bijection defined in the obvious way from the bijections τi. Given χ P IrrpG|θ1q
and σ “ ωσi P H with ω P HG, we have that
τpχσq “ τipχ
ωσiq “ τipχ
σiqω “ pτ1pχqq
σiω “ τpχqσ,
where we use that the bijections τi are HG-equivariant and τi ˝ σi “ σi ˝ τ1. It easily
follows that τ is H-equivariant. As each τi preserves character degree ratios, then so
does τ . 
Let N Ÿ G and θ P IrrpNq not necessarily satisfying GθH “ G. By the Clifford
correspondence, induction of characters defines a bijection
IrrpX|θσq Ñ IrrpG|θσq ,
for every σ P H, whenever Gθ Ď X ď G. Hence induction of characters defines an
H-equivariant surjective map
IrrpX|θHq Ñ IrrpG|θHq ,
which turns out to be injective if, and only if, GθH Ď X.
Corollary 1.11. Let N Ÿ G and H ď G be such that G “ NH. Write M “ N XH.
Suppose that pGθH , N, θqH ěc pHϕH ,M, ϕqH. Then there is an H-equivariant bijection
IrrpG|θHq Ñ IrrpH |ϕHq
that preserves ratios of character degrees.
Proof. Let τ : IrrpGθH |θ
Hq Ñ IrrpHϕH |ϕ
Hq be the H-equivariant bijection preserving
ratios of character degrees given by Theorem 1.10. Define τˆ : IrrpG|θHq Ñ IrrpH |ϕHq
in the following way. For χ P IrrpG|θHq, let ψ P IrrpGθH |θ
Hq be such that ψG “ χ,
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then τˆ pχq :“ τpψqH . The conclusion then follows from the comments preceding this
result. 
2. Constructing new H-triples from old ones
The following results show easy ways to construct H-triples from given ones. The
proofs are straightforward from the definitions. Note that if pG,N, θqH ěc pH,M,ϕqH
and N Ď J ď G, then
pJ,N, θqH ěc pJ XH,M,ϕqH.
Lemma 2.1. Let pG,N, θqH ěc pH,M,ϕqH. Suppose that f : G Ñ Gˆ is a group
isomorphism. Then pGˆ, Nˆ , θfqH ěc pHˆ, Mˆ , ϕ
fqH where we write Jˆ “ J
f (using
exponential notation for images of f) and ψfpxf q “ ψpxq for every ψ P IrrpJq and
x P J .
Sometimes it will be easier to apply the following weaker version of the above
result.
Lemma 2.2. Let N Ÿ G and H ď G be such that G “ NH. Write M “ H X N .
Suppose that N Ď K ď G and pK,N, θqH ěc pK XH,M,ϕqH. Then for every h P H
pKh, N, θhqH ěc pK
h XH,M,ϕhqH.
Under the hypotheses of the above lemma, assume that pP,P 1q gives pK,N, θqH ěc
pK XH,M,ϕqH and let h P H , then we will consider that
pKh, N, θhqH ěc pK
h XH,M,ϕhqH
is given by pPh, pP 1qhq. Hence, if τθ and τθh are the bijections given by Theorem 1.10,
we will have that τθhpχ
hq “ τθpχq
h for every χ P IrrpG|θHq. In particular, if τˆθ and
τˆθh are the bijections given by Corollary 1.11, then τˆθ “ τˆθh .
Lemma 2.3. Let pG,N, θqH ěc pH,M,ϕqH and σ P H. Then pG,N, θ
σqH ěc
pH,M,ϕσqH.
Suppose that pP,P 1q gives pG,N, θqH ěc pH,M,ϕqH. For every σ P H, we will
always consider that pG,N, θσqH ěc pH,M,ϕ
σqH is given by pP
σ, pP 1qσq. In this
way, if τθ and τθσ are the bijections given by Theorem 1.10, then by construction
τθσpχ
σq “ τθpχq
σ for every χ P IrrpG|θHq. By Theorem 1.10 τθ is H-equivariant, in
particular τθσ “ τθ. Hence, by construction the bijections given by Corollary 1.11 are
also equal.
Lemma 2.4. Let pG,N, θqH ěc pH,M,ϕqH. Suppose that L Ÿ G is contained in
kerpθq X kerpϕq XCGpNq, and CG{LpN{Lq “ CGpNq{L. Then
pG{L,N{L, θqH ěc pH{L,M{L, ϕqH,
where θ and ϕ are considered as characters of N{L and M{L.
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Lemma 2.5. Let pGi, Ni, θiqH ěc pHi,Mi, ϕiqH for i “ 1, 2. Then
pGθH , N, θqH ěc pHϕH,M, ϕqH,
where G “ G1 ˆ G2, H “ H1 ˆH2, N “ N1 ˆN2, M “ M1 ˆM2, θ “ θ1 ˆ θ2 and
ϕ “ ϕ1 ˆ ϕ2.
Proof. The group theoretical conditions are easily checked. Also, it is easy to check
that pHθH ˆHqθ “ pHϕH ˆHqϕ. Now we have to construct appropriate projective
representations of pGθHqθ “ Gθ “ pG1qθ1 ˆ pG2qθ2 and pHϕHqϕ “ Hϕ “ pH1qϕ1 ˆ
pH2qϕ2. This is done as in Lemma 10.20 of [Nav18]. Checking conditions (ii), (iii)
and (iv) of Definition 1.5 is straightforward. 
Denote by Sm the symmetric group acting on m letters. In the next two results
we deal with H-triples and wreath products of groups. We follow the notation in
Chapter 10 of [Nav18]. If G is a finite group, then Gm will denote the direct product
Gˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆG (m times), and if θ P IrrpGq, then in our context θm “ θˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆθ P IrrpGmq.
Recall that Sm acts naturally on G
m by
pg1, . . . , gmq
ω “ pgω´1p1q, . . . , gω´1pmqq
whenever gi P G and ω P Sm.
Lemma 2.6. Let pG,N, θqH and pH,M,ϕqH be H-triples such that pG,N, θqH ěc
pH,M,ϕqH. For any m P Zą0
ppGθ ≀ Smq∆
mG,Nm, θmqH ěc ppHθ ≀ Smq∆
mH,Mm, ϕmqH,
where ∆m : GÑ Gm denotes the diagonal embedding of G into the direct product Gm.
Proof. We claim that pGmqpθmqH “ pGθq
m∆mG. Let pg1, . . . , gmq P pG
mqpθmqH . Then
there exists some σ P H such that pθmqpg1,...,gmq “ pθmqσ. Hence θgi “ θσ for each i.
In particular, Gθgi “ Gθgj for every i and j. Hence, we can write gi “ xig1 for some
xi P Gθ and for every i. Thus pg1, . . . , gmq P pGθq
m∆mG. The other inclusion is also
clear using that given g P G, there is σ P H such that θg “ θσ, by our hypothesis.
This also implies that
pG ≀ SmqpθmqH “ pGθ ≀ Smq∆
mG .
Similarly, pH ≀SmqpϕmqH “ pHϕ ≀Smq∆
mH “ pHθ ≀Smq∆
mH as Hθ “ Hϕ by hypothesis.
We follow the proof of Theorem 10.21 of [Nav18]. First, we easily check that
pG ≀ Smqθm “ Gθ ≀ Sm. Conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 1.5 for
ppGθ ≀ Smq∆
mG,Nm, θmqH ěc ppHθ ≀ Smq∆
mH,Mm, ϕmqH
follow from the above discussion together with the discussions inTheorem 10.21 of
[Nav18]. Let pP,P 1q be associated with pG,N, θqH ěc pH,M,ϕqH. Construct pro-
jective representations P˜ and P˜ 1 of Gθ ≀ Sm and of Hθ ≀ Sm as in Theorem 10.21 of
[Nav18]. Condition (iii) of Definition 1.5 is proven in Theorem 10.21 [Nav18]. It
remains to check condition (iv) of Definition 1.5.
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For any pγ, σq P ppH ≀ Smq ˆHqθm, we have that γ P pHθ ≀ Smq∆
mH . We denote by
µ˜γσ and µ˜
1
γσ the functions given by Lemma 1.4 with respect to the action of γσ on
P˜ and P˜ 1. By Lemma 1.8 we only need to check the condition for a transversal of
Hθ ≀ Sm in ppHθ ≀ Smq∆
mH ˆHqθm . In particular, it is enough to check the condition
for elements pγ, σq such that γ “ py, . . . , yq “ ∆my for some y P H with θyσ “ θ.
We check below that, for every xi P Hθ and ω P Sm,
µ˜γσppx1, . . . , xmqωq “
mź
i“1
µyσpxiq.
Given px1, . . . , xmqω P Hθ ≀ Sm we have that
P˜
γσppx1, . . . , xmqωq “ P˜ppx
y´1
1 , . . . , x
y´1
m qωq
σ
“ pPyσpx1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b P
yσpxmqqXθp1qpωq
„
mź
i“1
µyσpxiqP˜ppx1, . . . , xmqωq,
where the permutation representation Xθp1q is as in Theorem 10.21 of [Nav18]. We
have used that Pyσ “ µyσMPM
´1 and pMb¨ ¨ ¨bMqXθp1qpωq “ Xθp1qpωqpMb¨ ¨ ¨bMq.
Similarly one can check that for every px1, . . . , xmqω P Hθ ≀ Sm
pµ˜1γσqppx1, . . . , xmqωq “
mź
i“1
pµ1yσqpxiq.
Since µ1yσ is the restriction of µyσ the proof is finished. 
The following is a special feature of H-triples with respect to wreath products.
Theorem 2.7. Let pG,N, θqH and pH,M,ϕqH be H-triples such that pG,N, θqH ěc
pH,M,ϕqH. Let k,m P Zą0. Let σi P H for i “ 1, . . . , k. Write θi “ θ
σi and ϕi “ ϕ
σi.
Suppose that θi and θj are not G-conjugate whenever i ‰ j. Then for n “ mk
ppG ≀ Snqθ˜H , N
n, θ˜qH ěc ppH ≀ Snqϕ˜H ,M
n, ϕ˜qH,
where θ˜ “ θm
1
ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ θmk and ϕ˜ “ ϕ
m
1
ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ ϕmk .
Proof. The statement makes sense since G ≀Sn “ N
npH ≀Snq, N
nXpH ≀Snq “M
n and
CG≀SnpN
nq Ď CGpNq
n Ď Hn Ď H ≀ Sn. Moreover, we see next that pH ≀ Sn ˆHqθ˜ “
pH ≀SnˆHqϕ˜. Write θ˜ “ β1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆβn and ϕ˜ “ ξ1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆ ξn. We know that each βi is
θτi for some τi P H and then ξi “ ϕ
τi . Let a P pH ≀ SnˆHqθ˜. Hence a “ pγ, τq, where
γ “ pa1, . . . , anqω P H ≀ Sn and τ P H. The equality θ˜
a “ θ˜ implies that β
a
ω´1piqτ
ω´1piq “ βi
for every i “ 1, . . . , n. This is exactly the same as
θ
ajτjττ
´1
ωpjq “ θ,
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for every j “ 1, . . . , n. Write cj “ ajτjττ
´1
ωpjq P pH ˆHqθ “ pH ˆHqϕ. Then ϕ
cj “ ϕ
for every j “ 1, . . . , n implies ϕ˜a “ ϕ˜. The above discussion shows that conditions
(i) and (ii) of Definition 1.5 are satisfied by the H-triples ppG ≀ Snqθ˜H , N
n, θ˜qH and
ppH ≀ Snqϕ˜H ,M
n, ϕ˜qH.
Next we explain how to construct projective representations giving the relation
between the afore-mentioned H-triples. Let pP,P 1q be associated with pG,N, θqH ěc
pH,M,ϕqH. As in Lemma 2.6 we can construct projective representations P˜ and P˜ 1
associated with
(1) ppGθ ≀ Smq∆
mG,Nm, ψqH ěc ppHθ ≀ Smq∆
mH,Mm, ξqH,
where ψ “ θm and ξ “ ϕm. Write P˜i “ pP˜q
σi and P˜ 1i “ pP˜
1qσi for i “ 1, . . . , k. In
particular, each pP˜i, P˜ 1iq gives
pGθ ≀ Sm, N
m, ψiq ěc pHθ ≀ Sm,M
m, ξiq,
where ψi “ ψ
σi “ θmi and ξi “ ξ
σi “ ϕmi . The pair pP˜, P˜
1q of tensor product
representations
P˜ “ P˜1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b P˜k and P˜ 1 “ P˜ 11 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b P˜
1
k
gives
ppGθ ≀ Smq
k, Nn, θ˜q ěc ppHθ ≀ Smq
k,Mn, ϕ˜q.
Notice that pGθ ≀ Smq
k “ pG ≀ Snqθ˜ and pHθ ≀ Smq
k “ pH ≀ Snqϕ˜. This is because θi and
θj are not G-conjugate whenever i ‰ j. Notice that we have constructed P˜ and P˜ 1
as in Definition 1.5(iii).
It only remains to check condition (iv) of Definition 1.5. As before write θ˜ “
β1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ βn. Note that βi “ θj whenever i P Λj “ tpj ´ 1qm ` 1, . . . , jmu, for
j “ 1, . . . , k.
Let a P pH ≀ Sn ˆHqθ˜. Hence a “ pγ, τq, where γ “ pa1, . . . , anqω P pH ≀ Snqθ˜H and
τ P H. The equality θ˜a “ θ˜ is equivalent to
β
a
ω´1piqτ
ω´1piq “ βi
for every i “ 1, . . . , n. In particular
β
a
ω´1piqτ
ω´1piq “ θj whenever i P Λj.
Hence ω´1pΛjq “ Λl for some l P t1, . . . , ku, and θ
σlaiτ “ θaiτi “ θj “ θ
σj for every
i P Λl. In particular σlτσ
´1
j P HH,θ. Fix for each l P t1, . . . , ku an element cl P H
such that θcl “ θσlτσ
´1
j . Hence ai “ a
1
icl for some a
1
i P Hθ for every i P Λl and for
l “ 1, . . . , k. Write bl “ ∆
mcl for each l.
Define π P Sn by πppl ´ 1qm ` iq “ pj ´ 1qm ` i if ωpΛlq “ Λj for every i “
1, . . . , m. Hence πplq “ j if ωpΛlq “ Λj, and in this way we can view π P Sk. For
j “ 1, . . . , k, define πj P Sn by πj |Λj “ ωπ
´1|Λj and fixing t1, . . . , nuzΛj. By definition
ω “ π1 ¨ ¨ ¨πkπ.
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Then γ “ xγ1, where x “ pa11, . . . , a
1
nqπ1 ¨ ¨ ¨πk P pHθ ≀ Smq
k and γ1 “ pb1, . . . , bkqπ P
pH ≀ Snqθ˜H (this is because pb1, . . . , bkq and π1 ¨ ¨ ¨πk commute). By Lemma 1.8, in
order to verify condition (iv) of Definition 1.5 for γ we may assume that γ “ γ1.
With the above assumptions and notation, we have that ψ
blσlτσ
´1
piplq “ ψ for all l.
Note that γ´1 “ pb´1π´1p1q, . . . , b
´1
π´1pkqqπ
´1. Let py1, . . . , ykq P pHθ ≀ Smq
k. Then we have
pP˜1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b P˜kq
γτ py1, . . . , ykq “ P˜
σ1τ b ¨ ¨ ¨ b P˜σkτ py
b´1
1
πp1q, . . . , y
b´1
k
πpkqq
“ P˜σ1τb1pyπp1qq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b P˜
σkτbkpyπpkqq
“ pP˜b1σ1τσ
´1
pip1qpyπp1qqq
σpip1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pP˜bkσkτσ
´1
pipkqpyπpkqqq
σpipkq .
Write τl “ σlτσ
´1
πplq. For each l P t1, . . . , ku, we have that ψ
blτl “ ψ. By Lemma 1.4,
we have functions µ˜blτl such that
(2) pP˜qblτl „ µ˜blτlP˜.
Write
µ˜γτ py1, . . . , ykq :“
kź
l“1
µ˜blτlpyπplqq
σpiplq.
Then
pP˜σ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b P˜σkqγτ py1, . . . , ykq „ µ˜γτ py1, . . . , ykqP˜
σpip1qpyπp1qq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b P˜
σpipkqpyπpkqq
„ µ˜γτ py1, . . . , ykqP˜
σ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b P˜σkpy1, . . . , ykq ,
where the first similarity relation follows from the ones in Equation (2), and the
second similarity relation is obtained by conjugating by the matrix X pπq associated
with the action of π on the tensors
v1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vk ÞÑ vπ´1p1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vπ´1pkq.
We have analogous relations for P˜ 11 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b P˜
1
k with
µ˜1γτ py1, . . . , ykq :“
kź
l“1
µ˜1blτlpyπplqq
σpiplq .
By Equation (1) (in the second paragraph of this proof) each µ˜1b˜jτj is the restriction
of µ˜b˜jτj , and hence the result follows. 
We will need to control the character theory and H-action over some characters
of central products. Suppose that K is the product of two subgroups N and Z with
N Ÿ K and Z ď CKpNq. Then K is the central product of N and Z. In this case
IrrpKq “
9
ď
νPIrrpZXNq
IrrpK|νq,
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where IrrpK|νq “ tθ ¨λ | θ P IrrpN |νq and λ P IrrpZ|νqu. Note that, whenever a group
A acts by automorphisms on K, stabilizing N and Z, if a P A and θ ¨ λ P IrrpKq,
then pθ ¨ λqa “ θ ¨ λ if, and only if, θa “ θ and λa “ λ. The same happens if
A ď G “ GalpQab{Qq.
Theorem 2.8. Let pG,N, θqH and pH,M,ϕqH be H-triples such that
pG,N, θqH ěc pH,M,ϕqH .
Suppose that ZŸ G is abelian and satisfies Z Ď CGpNq. Let ν P IrrpZXNq be under
θ and λ P IrrpZ|νq. Then
pGpθ¨λqH , NZ, θ ¨ λqH ěc pHpϕ¨λqH ,MZ, ϕ ¨ λqH.
In particular, there exists an H-equivariant bijection
τθ : IrrpGpθ¨λqH |pθ ¨ λq
Hq Ñ IrrpHpϕ¨λqH |pϕ ¨ λq
Hq
that preserves ratios of character degrees.
Proof. Note that Z Ď CGpNq Ď H . Hence Z X N “ Z XM . Since pG,N, θqH ěc
pH,M,ϕqH, we have that ϕ lies over ν.
Note that pθ ¨ λqgσ “ θ ¨ λ if, and only if, θgσ “ θ and λgσ “ λ, for g P G and
σ P H. Hence, Gpθ¨λqH XH “ Hpϕ¨λqH , and Definition 1.5(i) is easily checked. Since
pH ˆHqθ “ pH ˆHqϕ, we have that pHpϕ¨λqH ˆHqθ “ pHpϕ¨λqH ˆHqϕ, so Definition
1.5(ii) holds.
Since Gpθ¨λq “ Gθ XGλ Ď Gθ and Hθ¨λ “ Gθ¨λ “ Hϕ¨λ, if pP,P
1q gives
pG,N, θqH ěc pH,M,ϕqH,
then pPGθ¨λ,P
1
Hθ¨λ
q gives
pGpθ¨λqH , N, θqH ěc pHpθ¨λqH ,M, ϕqH.
To ease the notation we assume G “ Gpθ¨λqH , so that pG,NZ, θ ¨λqH and pH,MZ, ϕ ¨
λqH are H-triples.
We next show how to construct a pair of projective representations giving
pG,NZ, θ ¨ λqH ěc pH,MZ, ϕ ¨ λqH
from pP,P 1q. Notice that Ppcq “ ζcIθp1q and P
1pcq “ ζcIϕp1q for every c P CGpNq.
Morever, ζz “ νpzq for every z P Z XN .
By Corollary 1.2, we have that ζc P U for every c P CGpNq, with U being the
subgroup of Cˆ of roots of unity. Let ǫ : Gθ Ñ U be a function constant on N -cosets
and such that
ǫpzq “
λpzq
ζz
P U ,
for every z P Z. Such ǫ does exist as λpzq “ νpzq “ ζz for every z P Z X N .
In particular, ǫp1q “ 1. By Lemma 1.6, the pair pǫP, ǫHθP
1q gives pG,N, θqH ěc
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pH,M,ϕqH. Note that pǫPqNZ affords θ ¨λ and pǫHθP
1qMZ affords ϕ ¨λ. In particular,
pǫGθ¨λP, ǫHθ¨λP
1q gives
pG,NZ, θ ¨ λqH ěc pH,MZ, ϕ ¨ λqH .
To finish the proof apply Theorem 1.10. 
The following is an H-triple version of the most important result concerning the
application of the theory of centrally isomorphic character triples to reduction the-
orems: the ordering of two H-triples only depends on the automorphisms of the
normal subgroup defined via conjugation by the overgroup, see the butterfly theorem
(Theorem 5.3 in [Spa¨14]).
Theorem 2.9. Let pG,N, θqH and pH,M,ϕqH be H-triples such that pG,N, θqH ěc
pH,M,ϕqH. Let ǫ : GÑ AutpNq be the group homomorphism defined by conjugation
by G. Suppose that N Ÿ Gˆ and ǫˆpGˆq “ ǫpGq, where ǫˆ : Gˆ Ñ AutpNq is given by
conjugation by Gˆ. Let NCGˆpNq Ď Hˆ ď Gˆ be such that ǫˆpHˆq “ ǫpHq. Then
pGˆ, N, θqH ěc pHˆ,M, ϕqH.
Proof. Note that CGpNq Ď H and CGˆpNq Ď Hˆ, so the group theory conditions in
Definition 1.5(i) are satisfie by Theorem 10.18 of [Nav18].
Recall that the map ǫ¯ : G{CGpNq Ñ Gˆ{CGˆpNq given by ǫ¯pCGpNqxq “ CGˆpNqy
whenever ǫpxq “ ǫˆpyq defines a group isomorphism. Let x P G and y P Gˆ. If
ǫpxq “ ǫˆpyq, notice that θx “ θσ for some σ P H if, and only if, θy “ θσ, so condition
(ii) of Definition 1.5 also holds.
Following Theorem 10.18 of [Nav18] and given a tranversal T of MCGpNq in Hϕ
with 1 P T, we can define a transversal pT of MCGˆpNq in Hˆϕ with 1ˆ “ 1.
Suppose that pP,P 1q gives pG,N, θqH ěc pH,M,ϕqH and let λ : CGpNq Ñ Q
abzt0u
be given by the scalar associated with P and P 1 for every c P CGpNq . Choose
a function λˆ : CGˆpNq Ñ Q
abzt0u semi-multiplicative with respect to ZpNq as in
Theorem 10.18 of [Nav18]. Also following Theorem 10.18 of [Nav18], we can construct
projective representations Pˆ of Gˆθ and Pˆ 1 of Hˆϕ with respect to pT, λˆ and P and P 1
respectively. Then Pˆ is associated with θ, Pˆ 1 is associated with ϕ, and they satisfy
Definition 1.5(iii).
It remains to check Definition 1.5(iv) for pPˆ, Pˆ 1q. We have that H acts by conjuga-
tion on the transversal T with t ÞÑ t ¨ h if, and only if, pt ¨ hq´1th “ mhch PMCGpNq
for h P H . Similarly Hˆ acts on pT. In fact, from the definition of pT it follows that if
ǫphq “ ǫˆphˆq for h P H , hˆ P Hˆ , then
tˆ ¨ hˆ “yt ¨ h
and pyt ¨ hq´1tˆhˆ “ mhcˆhˆ PMCG1pNq, for every t P T.
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Let t P T, m PM and cˆ P CGˆpNq. Then
Pˆ hˆ
´1σptˆmcˆq “ Pˆptˆhˆmhpcˆqhˆqσ
“ Pˆpyt ¨ hmhcˆhˆmhpcˆqhˆqσ
“ Ppt ¨ hqσPpmhm
hqσλˆpcˆhˆpcˆq
hˆqσ
“ Ppthm´1h c
´1
h mhm
hqσλpcˆhˆpcˆq
hˆqσ
“ Ppptmqhqσλpc´1h q
σλˆpcˆhˆpcˆq
hˆqσ
“ Ph
´1σptmqλpc´1h q
σλˆpcˆhˆpcˆq
hˆqσ
„ µh´1σptmqλpc
´1
h q
σλˆpcˆhˆpcˆq
hˆqσPptmqλˆpcˆqλˆpcˆq´1
“ µh´1σptmqλpc
´1
h q
σλˆpcˆhˆpcˆq
hˆqσλpcˆq´1Pˆpptmc1q
“ µˆhˆ´1σptˆmcˆqPˆptˆmcˆq
where µˆhˆ´1σptˆmcˆq “ µh´1σptmqλpc
´1
h q
σλˆpcˆhˆpcˆq
hˆqσλpcˆq´1. Similarly
pPˆ 1qhˆ
´1σptˆmcˆq „ µˆ1
hˆ´1σ
ptˆmcˆqPˆ 1ptˆmcˆq,
where µˆ1
hˆ´1σ
ptˆmcˆq “ µ1h´1σptmqλpc
´1
h q
σλˆpcˆhˆpcˆq
hˆqσλpcˆq´1, so that µˆhˆ´1σ and µˆ
1
hˆ´1σ
agree
on Hˆϕ provided that µh´1σ and µ
1
h´1σ agree on Hϕ. 
3. The inductive Galois–McKay condition
We refer the reader to the Appendix B of [Nav18] for a compendium of the def-
initions and results on the theory of universal covering groups that are specifically
needed in our context.
We can now define the inductive Galois–McKay condition on finite non-
abelian simple groups.
Definition 3.1. Let S be a finite non-abelian simple group, with p dividing |S|. Let
X be a universal covering group of S, R P SylppXq and Γ “ AutpXqR. We say that
S satisfies the inductive Galois–McKay condition for p if there exist some Γ-stable
proper subgroup N of X with NXpRq Ď N and some ΓˆH-equivariant bijection
Ω: Irrp1pXq Ñ Irrp1pNq ,
such that for every θ P Irrp1pXq we have
pX ¸ ΓθH , X, θqH ěc pN ¸ ΓθH , N,ΩpθqqH.
We recall that for a quasisimple group X (a perfect group whose quotient by its
center is simple) and any n P Zą0,
AutpXnq “ AutpXq ≀ Sn .
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Moreover, whenever R ď X
AutpXnqRn “ AutpXqR ≀ Sn .
These results appear as Lemma 10.24 of [Nav18], for example.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that S satisfies the inductive Galois–McKay condition for p,
and X, R, Γ, N and Ω are as above. Then for any n P Zą0 the map
Ω˜ : Irrp1pX
nq Ñ Irrp1pN
nq
given by Ω˜pθ˜q “ ϕ˜ where θ˜ “ θ1ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆ θn and ϕ˜ “ ϕ1ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆϕn with Ωpθiq “ ϕi is a
bijection. Write Γ˜ “ Γ ≀ Sn. Then Ω˜ is Γ˜ˆH-equivariant and for every θ˜ P Irrp1pX
nq
pXn ¸ Γ˜θ˜H , X
n, θ˜qH ěc pN
n ¸ Γ˜θ˜H , N
n, ϕ˜qH.
Proof. Notice that Γ˜ “ AutpXnqRn . The fact that Ω˜ is a Γ˜ˆH-equivariant bijection
follows straightforwardly from definitions. Also notice that Xn ¸ Γ˜ “ XnpNn ¸ Γ˜q
and Xn X pNn ¸ Γ˜q “ Nn.
Given θ˜ P Irrp1pX
nq, we prove the statement on H-triples in a series of steps
concerning assumptions on θ˜. Note that, by applying Lemma 2.2 we can replace θ˜
by any Γ˜-conjugate of θ˜.
If θ˜ “ θ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ θn, then we write HΓi for the subgroup of H such that HΓi{Hθi
is the image of the natural monomorphism ΓθH
i
{Γθi Ñ H{Hθi . We refer to the θi as
factors of θ˜.
Step 1. We may assume that all factors of θ˜ are H-conjugate and any two Γ-
conjugate (in particular HΓi-conjugate) factors are equal.
By Lemma 2.2 and after conjugating by an element of Γn, we may assume that any
two factors of θ˜ are either equal or not Γ-conjugate. In particular, and after maybe
conjugation by an element of Sn, we can write θ˜ “
Śℓ
j“1 θ˜j , where all the factors of
θ˜j lie in θ
H
j . Notice that any two factors of θ˜j are either equal or not HΓj -conjugate.
Hence Γ˜θ˜H “
Śℓ
j“1 Γθ˜Hj and Γθ˜ “
Śℓ
j“1 Γθ˜j . By Lemma 2.5 we may assume ℓ “ 1,
that is, all the factors of θ˜ lie in the same H-orbit.
Step 2. We may assume that θ˜ “ θm
1
ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ θmk for some m, where θi “ θ
σi for
some σi P H and HΓσi ‰ HΓσj whenever i ‰ j. Here HΓ “ HΓ
θH
,θ as defined above.
By Step 1 and after conjugating θ˜ by an element of Sn, we can write θ˜ “ pθ1q
n1 ˆ
¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pθkq
nk where θi “ θ
σi for some σi P H and two different σi define different
HΓ-cosets. We work to show that any element γ P Γ˜θ˜H permutes θi and θj if, and
only if, ni “ nj . If we can show that then, after conjugating θ˜ by an element of Sn,
we may decompose θ˜ as a direct product of characters ψ˜ “ ψs1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ ψ
s
r which do
not have any factor in common (pairwise). In particular, Γ˜θ˜H decomposes as a direct
sum of pΓ ≀ Ssrqψ˜H . By Lemma 2.5 the claim of the step would follow.
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Given ξ˜ “ ξ1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆξn P IrrpX
nq such that all ξi lie in one H-orbit, we can associate
to ξ˜ the multiset rξ˜s of theHΓ,ξ1-orbits of the factors, namely rξ˜s “ rξ
HΓ,ξ1
1 , . . . , ξ
HΓ,ξ1
n s,
where HΓ,ξ1 “ HΓξH
1
,ξ1 Note that for every γ “ pa1, . . . , anqω P Γ˜ we have that
rξγs “ rpξa11 q
HΓ,ξ1 , . . . , pξann q
HΓ,ξ1 s.
Write θ˜ “ β1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ βn, so that each βi “ θ
τi for some τi P H. Note that
HΓτi “ HΓτj if, and only if, βi “ βj . Let γ “ pa1 . . . , anqω P Γ˜, with ai P Γ and
ω P Sn. Then the multiplicity of pβ
ai
i q
HΓ in rθ˜γs is the same as the multiplicity of βHΓi
in rθ˜s, which is the same as the number of factors equal to βi in θ˜. This is because
β
aj
j lies in the HΓ-orbit of β
ai
i if, and only if, HΓτi “ HΓτj (using that Γ-conjugate
factors of θ˜ are equal by Step 1). The latter happens if, and only if, βi “ βj.
For pγ, τq P pΓ˜ ˆ Hqθ˜, we have γ “ pa1, . . . , anqω P Γ˜θ˜H and rθ˜
γτ s “ rθ˜s. By the
above paragraph the multiplicity of pβaiτi q
HΓ in rθ˜s “ rθ˜γτ s equals the multiplicity of
βHΓi in rθ˜s, that is, the number of factors equal to βi in θ˜. On the other hand θ˜
γτ “ θ˜
if, and only if, βj “ β
aiτ
i whenever ωpiq “ j. Putting these two facts together we
see that if ωpiq “ j then, the number of factors equal to βj in θ˜ is the same as the
number of factors equal to βi in θ˜, as wanted.
Final step. By Step 2 we have that θ˜ “ θm1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ θ
m
k , where θi “ θ
σi for some
σi P H and σi and σj define distinct HΓ-cosets whenever i ‰ j. The result then
follows by applying Theorem 2.7 with X Ÿ G “ X ¸ Γθ. Note that the condition
that σi and σj define distinct HΓ-cosets whenever i ‰ j is equivalent to saying that
no θi is X ¸ ΓθH-conjugate to θj if i ‰ j. 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that KŸG, where K is perfect and K{ZpKq is isomorphic to
a direct product of copies of a non-abelian simple group S. Let Q P SylppKq. Assume
that S satisfies the inductive Galois–McKay condition for p. Then there exists an
NGpQq-invariant subgroupNKpQq ĎM ă K and anNGpQqˆH-equivariant bijection
Ω: Irrp1pKq Ñ Irrp1pMq ,
such that for every θ P Irrp1pKq, we have
pGθH , K, θqH ěc pNGpMqθH ,M,ΩpθqqH .
Proof. First note that the H-triples relations make sense. By the Frattini argu-
ment G “ KNGpQq. Since NGpQq Ď NGpMq by the assumptions on M then G “
KNGpMq. Also by the Frattini argument NGpMq “ MNGpQq. Hence NKpMq “
K XNGpMq “MNKpQq “M .
Notice that if the theorem is true for Q, then it is true for Qk for any k P K. This
is because Ωkpθq :“ Ωpθq
k would be NGpQq
k ˆ H-equivariant and by using Lemma
2.2. Hence we may choose any Sylow p-subgroup of K.
Let X be the universal covering of S, and let π : Xn Ñ K be a covering of K with
Z “ kerpπq Ď ZpXnq. Since S satisfies the inductive Galois–McKay condition for p,
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we have R, N and Ω given by Definition 3.1. We prove the result with respect to
πpRnq “ Q P SylppKq. Write M “ πpN
nq Ě NKpQq.
The idea is to prove the theorem with respect to KŸ Gˆ “ K¸AutpKqQ and to use
Theorem 2.9 to relate G and Gˆ via their conjugation homomorphisms into AutpKq.
We mimic the proof of Theorem 10.25 in [Nav18], see there for more details. Write
Γ “ AutpXqR as in Definition 3.1 and Γ˜ “ Γ ≀ Sn. By Theorem 3.2 we have a
Γ˜ ˆH-equivariant bijection
Ω˜ : Irrp1pX
nq Ñ Irrp1pN
nq
such that for every θ˜ P Irrp1pX
nq
pXn ¸ Γ˜θ˜H , X
n, θ˜qH ěc pN
n ¸ Γ˜θ˜H , N
n, ϕ˜qH.
Since these are, in particular, central isomorphisms and Z Ď ZpXnq then θ˜ lies over
1Z if, and only if, ϕ˜ lies over 1Z . Let B “ Γ˜Z ď Γ˜. In particular, Ω˜ yields a bijection
that we denote by Ω˜ again
Ω˜ : Irrp1pX
n{Zq Ñ Irrp1pN
n{Zq
which is B ˆH-equivariant. By Lemma 2.4
pXn{Z ¸Bθ˜H , X
n, θ˜qH ěc pN
n{Z ¸Bθ˜H , N
n, ϕ˜qH,
for every θ˜ P Irrp1pX
n{Zq and ϕ˜ “ Ω˜pθq.
Note that Xn{ZˆB – Gˆ via π and under this isomorphism Nn{Z¸B corresponds
toM¸AutpKqQ. Hence we have proven that there exists an AutpKqQˆH-equivariant
bijection
Ω: Irrp1pKq Ñ Irrp1pMq.
Moreover, by Lemma 2.1
pK ¸ pAutpKqQqθ˜H , K, θqH ěc pM ¸ pAutpKqQqθ˜H ,M,ΩpθqqH,
whenever θ P Irrp1pKq.
To finish the proof apply Theorem 2.9 as in the end of the proof of Theorem
10.25 of [Nav18]: Let ǫ : G Ñ AutpKq and ǫˆ : Gˆ Ñ AutpKq be the corresponding
conjugation homomorphisms. Let θ P Irrp1pKq and let V “ ǫpGθHq. The same
arguments as in the proof of Theorem 10.25 of [Nav18] show that if Vˆ :“ ǫˆ´1pV q,
then ǫ´1pǫpNVˆ pMqqq “ NGθH pMq “ NGpMqθH . 
The above result will be key in the reduction theorem carried out in Section 4.
Below we write the exact form in which it will be later on applied, in which K (in
Theorem 3.3) needs no longer to be perfect.
Corollary 3.4. Suppose that KŸG, where K{ZpKq is isomorphic to a direct product
of copies of a non-abelian simple group S, and let Q P SylppKq. Assume that S
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satisfies the inductive Galois–McKay condition for p. If pG,ZpKq, νqH is an H-
triple, then there exists an NGpQq-invariant subgroup NKpQq Ď M ă K and an
NGpQq ˆH-equivariant bijection
Ω: Irrp1pK|ν
Hq Ñ Irrp1pM |ν
Hq ,
and for every θ P Irrp1pK|ν
Hq
pGθH , K, θqH ěc pHϕH ,M, ϕqH ,
where ϕ “ Ωpθq and H “ MNGpQq. In particular, there are character-degree-ratio
preserving H-equivariant bijections
τˆθ : IrrpG|θ
Hq Ñ IrrpH |ϕHq ,
satisfying τˆθh “ τˆθ and τˆθσ “ τˆθ for every h P H and σ P H.
Proof. Write K1 “ K
1 and Z “ ZpKq. Hence K “ K1Z is the central product of K1
and Z, and K1 is perfect. Also Q1 :“ Q XK1 P SylppK1q. Let M1 and Ω1 be given
by Theorem 3.3 applied with respect to K1 Ÿ G. Note that Z XK1 “ Z XM1. Let
ν1 “ νZXK1 P IrrpZ XK1q, θ1 P Irrp1pK1|ν
σ
1
q and ϕ1 “ Ω1pθ1q. By Theorem 3.3
pGθH
1
, K1, θ1qH ěc pNGpM1qθH
1
,M1, ϕ1qH.
In particular, this implies that ϕ1 lies over ν
σ
1 and thus Ω1 maps Irrp1pK1|ν
H
1 q onto
Irrp1pM1|ν
H
1
q. WriteM “M1Z, which the central product ofM1 and Z. Clearly M is
NGpQq-invariant as NGpQq Ď NGpQ1q. The desired bijection Ω can be obtained via
Ω1 using the dot product of characters as follows (we refer the reader to the discussion
preceding Theorem 2.8 for more details). Let θ P Irrp1pK|ν
Hq lie over νσ. Then
θ “ θ1 ¨ν
σ for some θ1 P Irrp1pK1|ν
σ
1
q. Define Ωpθq :“ Ω1pθ1q ¨ν
σ “ ϕ1 ¨ν
σ P IrrpM |νσq.
Hence
Ω: Irrp1pK|ν
Hq Ñ Irrp1pM |ν
Hq
is an NGpQq ˆH-equivariant bijection with the desired properties. Write ϕ “ Ωpθq
and recall
pGθH
1
, K1, θ1qH ěc pNGpM1qθH
1
,M1, ϕ1qH .
Note that NGpM1q “ H “ MNGpQq, by the Frattini argument, as Q Ď M Ÿ
NGpM1q “M1NGpQ1q. By Theorem 2.8
pGθH , K, θqH ěc pHϕH ,M, ϕqH .
For each θ, denote by τˆθ the bijection provided by Corollary 1.11. In particular,
τˆθ : IrrpG|θ
Hq Ñ IrrpH |ϕHq
is H-equivariant and preserves ratios of character degrees. The claims on τˆθh and τˆθσ
in the final part of the statement follow from the comments after Lemma 2.2 and
Lemma 2.3. 
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4. The reduction
The following key result is due to F. Ladisch. It is based on work by A. Turull.
This is an H-triple version of the well-known fact that a character triple pG,N, θq
can be replaced by an isomorphic one pG1, N1, θ1q with N1 Ď ZpG1q, in such a way
that the character properties of G over θ are the same as the character properties
of G1 over θ1. If we wish to control fields of values of characters above θ, this is no
longer true. Still we can somehow replace the original H-triple by another one with
convenient properties.
Theorem 4.1 (Ladisch). Suppose that pG,Z, λqH is an H-triple. Then there exists
another H-triple pG1, Z1, λ1qH such that:
(a) There is an onto homomorphism κ1 : G1 Ñ G{Z with kernel Z1.
(b) For every Z Ď X ď G, there is an H-equivariant bijection ψ ÞÑ ψ1 from
IrrpX|λHq Ñ IrrpX1|λ
H
1
q, where κ1pX1q{Z “ X{Z, preserving ratios of character
degrees; more precisely, if ψ and ψ1 correspond under the above bijection then
ψp1q{λp1q “ ψ1p1q{λ1p1q. Furthermore, if g1 P G1, g “ κpg1q and ψ P IrrpX|λ
Hq,
then
pψgq1 “ pψ1q
g1 .
In particular, pG1qλ1 is mapped to Gλ via κ1.
(c) There is a normal cyclic subgroup C of G1 with C Ď Z1, and a faithful ν P IrrpCq
such that νZ1 “ λ1 P IrrpZ1q.
(d) pG1, C, νqH is an H-triple.
(e) If U “ pG1qλ1 and V “ pG1qν, then U “ Z1V and C “ Z1XV . Also V “ CG1pCq
and C Ď ZpV q.
Proof. Let n “ |G| and let Hn ď GalpQpξnq{Qq, where ξn is a primitive nth root
of unity as in Section 1. Notice that Hn acts on the characters of any subgroup
(or quotient) of G. Let F “ Qpξnq
Hn , so that Hn “ GalpQpξnq{Fq. The fact that
pG,Z, λqH is an H-triple means that λ is semi-invariant in G over F in the sense of
[Lad16] (see page 47, second paragraph of [Lad16]). Apply Theorem A and Corollary
B of [Lad16]. The conjugation part in (b), which we shall later need, is not mentioned
in Corollary B of [Lad16], but in Theorem 7.12(7) of [Tur09]. 
What follows is essentially a deep result by A. Turull concerning the Clifford theory
and action of H over Glauberman correspondents.
Theorem 4.2 (Turull). Suppose that G is a finite p-solvable group. Suppose that
K is a normal p1-subgroup of G, and that Q is a p-subgroup such that KQ Ÿ G.
Let D “ CKpQq. Let C be a normal subgroup of G such that C Ď ZpKQq. Let
ν P IrrpCq and assume that pG,C, νqH is an H-triple. Let ∆ “ Irrp1pKQ|ν
Hq and let
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∆1 “ Irrp1pDQ|ν
Hq. Then there is an H-equivariant bijection
f :
ď
τP∆
IrrpG|τq Ñ
ď
τ 1P∆1
IrrpNGpQq|τ
1q .
Proof. Write C “ Cp1 ˆ Cp and ν “ νp1 ˆ νp, where νp1 P IrrpCp1q, and νp1 P IrrpCpq.
Notice that Cp1 Ď D and Cp Ď Q by hypothesis.
Write IrrQpKq for the Q-invariant irreducible characters of K, and for each θ P
IrrQpKq, let θˆ P IrrpDq be its Glauberman correspondent.
By Theorem 3.2 of [Tur13], for each θ P IrrQpKq there is anH-equivariant bijection
fθ : IrrpG|θ
Hq X IrrpG|νHp q Ñ IrrpNGpQq|θˆ
Hq X IrrpNGpQq|ν
H
p q
satisfying a list of conditions. We can take fθσ “ fθ for every σ P H and fθx “ fθ for
every x P NGpQq.
We define now fpχq for χ P
Ť
τP∆ IrrpG|τq. Suppose that χ lies over some τ P ∆.
We have that τC “ τp1qν
σ for some σ P H, by using that C Ď ZpKQq. Also,
τK “ θ P IrrQpKq since τp1q has p
1-degree and |KQ : K| is a power of p. Note that θ
lies over νσp1. Define fpχq :“ fθpχq P IrrpNGpQq|θˆ
Hq X IrrpNGpQq|ν
H
p q.
Note that f is well-defined. First, any other constituent of χKQ is τ
x for some
x P NGpQq and fθx “ fθ. By Theorem 3.2(1) of [Tur13] fθpχq lies over θˆ
σ, hence over
νσp1. In order to see that f is well-defined we need that fθpχq lies also over ν
σ
p and
this in principle is not guaranteed by Theorem 3.2 of [Tur13] but by Theorem 10.1
of [Tur17]. Hence fθpχq lies over ν
σ, and consequently over some τ 1 P ∆1.
The map f is clearly surjective as every element in
Ť
τ 1P∆1 IrrpNGpQq|τ
1q lies in
IrrpNGpQq|µq X IrrpNGpQq|ν
σ
p q for some σ P H and µ P IrrpD|ν
H
p1 q. Again using that
fθx “ fθ for every x P NGpQq and every θ P IrrQpKq one can check that f is injective.
Finally f is H-equivariant as every fθ is H-equivariant. 
In contrast to the proof of the reduction theorem for the McKay conjecture in
[IMN07], we cannot work with characters of p1-degree. We have to work instead
with characters of relative p1-degree. Those are defined as follows. For N Ÿ G and
θ P IrrpNq, we say that χ P IrrpG|θq has relative p1-degree with respect to N (or
to θ) if the ratio χp1q{θp1q is not divisible by p. We denote by Irrrelp1 pG|θq the set of
irreducible relative p1-degree characters with respect to N . The following are easy
properties of relative p1-degree characters.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that N Ÿ G and θ P IrrpNq. Let P P SylppGq.
(a) If χ P Irrrelp1 pG|θq, then χN has some P -invariant irreducible constituent and any
two of them are NGpP q-conjugate. These P -invariant constituents extend to NP .
(b) Suppose that N Ď M Ÿ G, and let χ P IrrpG|ηq, where η P IrrpM |θq. Then
χ P Irrrelp1 pG|θq if, and only if, χ P Irr
rel
p1 pG|ηq and η P Irr
rel
p1 pM |θq.
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Proof. We can write χPN “ a1δ1 ` . . . ` akδk, where δi P IrrpPNq lies over some G-
conjugate of θ. In particular, δip1q{θp1q is an integer. Since χp1q{θp1q is not divisible
by p, it follows that there is some i such that p does not divide δip1q{θp1q. Since this
number divides |PN : N |, it follows that pδiqN “ η P IrrpNq is P -invariant. Suppose
that ηg is another P -invariant irreducible constituent, then P, P g Ď Gηg , and by
Sylow theory, we have that ηg and η are NGpP q-conjugate. In particular, η
g “ ηh
for some h P NGpP q, then η
h also extends to pPNqh “ PN . The second part easily
follows using that χp1q{θp1q “ pχp1q{ηp1qqpηp1q{θp1qq. 
Let Z Ÿ G and λ P IrrpZq. We will denote by Irrrelp1 pG|λ
Hq the subset of relative
p1-degree characters of IrrpG|λHq (with respect to Z). Recall that whenever X ď G
contains GλH , the induction of characters defines an H-equivariant bijection
IrrpX|λHq Ñ IrrpG|λHq .
We are finally ready to prove the main result of this note.
Theorem 4.4. Let Z Ÿ G, P P SylppGq and λ P IrrpZq be P -invariant. Write
H “ NGpP qZ. Assume that every simple group involved in G{Z satisfies the inductive
Galois–McKay condition for p. Then there exists an H-equivariant bijection between
Irrrelp1 pG|λ
Hq and Irrrelp1 pH |λ
Hq.
Proof. We argue by induction on |G : Z|. We also may assume that H ă G, otherwise
the statement trivially holds.
Step 1. We may assume that G “ GλH . In particular Gλ Ÿ G, G “ GλH and
Z ă Gλ.
Induction of characters defines H-equivariant bijections IrrpGλH |λ
Hq Ñ IrrpG|λHq
and IrrpHλH |λ
Hq Ñ IrrpH |λHq. Since P Ď Gλ, relative p
1-degree characters are
mapped onto relative p1-degree characters. Hence we may assume G “ GλH . In
particular pG,Z, λqH and pH,Z, λqH are H-triples, and Gλ Ÿ G. Using the Frattini
argument we have that G “ GλH . If Gλ “ Z, then G “ H contradicts our first
assumption.
Step 2. We may assume that G has a normal cyclic subgroup C contained in Z and
a faithful character ν P IrrpCq such that νZ “ λ and pG,C, νqH is an H-character
triple. In particular, Gλ “ GνZ and GνXZ “ C. Moreover GνŸ G and C Ď ZpGνq.
By Theorem 4.1 there exists an H-character triple pG1, Z1, λ1qH, a group epi-
morphism κ1 : G1 Ñ G{Z with kernel Z1 and H-equivariant character bijections
Irrp1pG|λ
Hq Ñ Irrp1pG1|λ
H
1
q and Irrp1pH |λ
Hq Ñ Irrp1pH1|λ
H
1
q, where κ1pH1q “ H
with Z1 Ď H1. These bijections also commute with group conjugation as in The-
orem 4.1(b). Let Z1 Ď pPZq1 ď pG1qλ1 be such that κ1ppPZq1q “ PZ and let
P1 P SylpppPZq1q. Then P1 P SylppG1q, pPZq1 “ P1Z1 and also H1 “ NG1pP1qZ1
by the Frattini argument. By Theorem 4.1, all the requirements of the claim are
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satisfied in G1. Since |G : Z| “ |G1 : Z1|, it is no loss if we work in G1 instead of in
G.
Step 3. If H Ď X ă G, then there exists an H-equivariant bijection between
Irrrelp1 pX|λ
Hq and Irrrelp1 pH |λ
Hq.
This follows by induction since |X : Z| ă |G : Z|.
Step 4. Let L{Z be a chief factor of G with L Ď Gλ. Then G “ LH. In other
words, LP Ÿ G.
Recall that H “ NGpP qZ. Define Θ0 to be a complete set of representatives of the
orbits of NGpP q ˆ H on the P -invariant characters in Irr
rel
p1 pL|λ
Hq. By Lemma 4.3
every relative p1-degree character of G with respect to Z lies over a unique NGpP q-
orbit of P -invariant characters of relative p1-degree of L with respect to Z. Since
pG,Z, λqH is an H-triple, one can easily check that
Irrrelp1 pG|λ
Hq “
9
ď
θPΘ0
Irrrelp1 pG|θ
Hq
is a disjoint union. Similarly
Irrrelp1 pLH |λ
Hq “
9
ď
θPΘ0
Irrrelp1 pLH |θ
Hq.
Since Z ă L, then |G : L| ă |G : Z|, and by induction we have H-equivariant bijec-
tions Irrrelp1 pG|θ
Hq Ñ Irrrelp1 pLH |θ
Hq whenever θ P Θ0. This defines an H-equivariant
bijection
Irrrelp1 pG|λ
Hq Ñ Irrrelp1 pLH |λ
Hq .
If LH ă G, then by Step 3, we are done. The latter claim of the step follows
immediately since NG{LpPL{Lq “ NGpP qL{L by the Frattini argument.
Step 5. We may assume L{Z is not a p-group.
Notice that, by Step 4, G “ LH where H “ NGpP qZ. If L{Z is a p-group then
H “ G, contradicting a previous assumption.
Step 6. Write Pν “ P XGν and K “ LXGν. Then H Ď NGpPνq ă G, KPν Ÿ G
and PZ “ PνZ.
Since pG,C, νqH is an H-triple, recall that Gν Ÿ G. Then K “ LXGν Ÿ G. Note
that pLP qν “ KPν . Using that ZP {Z is a Sylow p-subgroup of Gλ{Z, that Pν is a
Sylow p-subgroup of Gν , and that Gλ “ GνZ with Gν X Z “ C, we conclude that
ZPν “ ZP . By Dedekind’s lemma ZP XGν “ CPν . A similar argument can be used
to show that LP XGν “ KPν . (Note that L “ KZ with K X Z “ C and work with
Q “ Pν XK P SylppKq.)
Recall that LP Ÿ G, hence and KPν “ LP X Gν Ÿ G. Also CPν “ Cp1 ˆ Pν ,
since C is central in Gν . Since Z normalizes CPν , it follows that Z normalizes Pν .
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Notice that if Pν Ÿ G, then ZP Ÿ G (because ZPν “ ZP ), a contradiction. Hence
H Ď NGpPνq ă G.
Step 7. Let Y ď Gν be such that KY,LY Ÿ G. Then
Irrrelp1 pG|λ
Hq “
ď
θP∆Y
Irrrelp1 pG|θ
LY q “
ď
θP∆Y
Irrrelp1 pG|θq
where ∆Y “ Irrp1pKY |ν
Hq. Whenever H Ď X ď G and Y Ď X, we also have that
Irrrelp1 pX|λ
Hq “
ď
θ1P∆1
Y
Irrrelp1 pX|θ
LYXXq “
ď
θ1P∆1
Y
Irrrelp1 pX|θq
where ∆1Y “ Irrp1pKY XX|ν
Hq.
First note that LY “ pKY qZ and KY X Z “ C. Moreover pLY qνσ “ KY ,
whenever σ P H. Note that induction of characters defines a bijection IrrpKY |νσq Ñ
IrrpLY |λσq for every σ P H. Let χ P Irrrelp1 pG|λ
Hq. Let µ P IrrpLY q be under χ
and over λσ, for some σ P H. By Lemma 4.3(a) µ P Irrrelp1 pLY |λ
σq and χp1q{µp1q
is a p1-number. Let θ P IrrpKY q be under µ and over νσ. Then θLY “ µ. Also
µp1q{λp1q “ θp1q{νp1q “ θp1q is a p1-number. The other inclusion is shown similarly.
If H Ď X ď G and Y Ď X, we can use the same argument to show that
Irrrelp1 pX|λ
Hq “
ď
θ1P∆1
Y
Irrrelp1 pX|pθ
1qLYXXq “
ď
θ1P∆1
Y
Irrrelp1 pX|θ
1q ,
where ∆1Y “ Irrp1ppLY XXqν |ν
Hq. Notice that in X we still have X “ XλH , Xλ “
XνZ and the rest of the conditions with respect to the normal subgroups LY XX “
pLXXqY and KY XX “ pKXXqY . We have intentionally omitted the dependence
of ∆1Y on X in the notation, but this shall not lead to confusion as the subgroup X
will be clear when applied this step.
Step 8. We may assume L{Z is not a p1-group.
If L{Z is a p1-group, we see that G is p-solvable and K{C is a p1-group. Since
C Ď ZpKq, write K “ Cp ˆ Kp1, where Kp1 is a normal p-complement of K. Write
Pν “ P XGν and X “ NGpPνq. By Step 6, H Ď X ă G. By Step 7, taking Y “ Pν
we have
Irrrelp1 pG|λ
Hq “
ď
θP∆
Irrrelp1 pG|θq “
ď
θP∆
IrrpG|θq
where ∆ “ ∆Y and we are using that LPν “ LP and |G : LP | is a p
1-number. Also
by Step 7, since Y “ Pν Ď X we have
Irrrelp1 pX|λ
Hq “
ď
θ1P∆1
IrrpX|θ1q ,
where ∆1 “ ∆1Y . Just note that pLY X Xqν “ KPν X NGν pPνq “ NKpPνqPν “
DPν where D “ CKp1 pPνq “ NKp1pPνq. Hence ∆ “ Irrp1pKp1Pν |ν
Hq and ∆1 “
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Irrp1pDPν |ν
Hq. By Theorem 4.2, there is an H-equivariant bijection
f :
ď
θP∆
IrrpG|θq Ñ
ď
θ1P∆1
IrrpX|θ1q .
By applying Step 3 we are done in this case.
Final Step. By Step 5 and Step 8, we may assume that L{Z is a direct product
of non-abelian simple groups of order divisible by p isomorphic to some S. Since
K{C – L{Z and C Ď ZpKq by Step 2, we have C “ ZpKq. Let Q “ PXK P SylppKq.
Thus NGpP q Ď NGpQq. Furthermore, since K{C and Z{C are normal subgroups of
G{C with KXZ “ C, we have that Z normalizes CQ “ Cp1 ˆQ. Thus Z normalizes
Q. (Note that NGpQq ă G because NKpQq ă K.) Hence |NGpQq : Z| ă |G : Z|.
Since S satisfies the inductive Galois–McKay condition, by Corollary 3.4 there
exist an NGpQq-stable subgroup NKpQq Ď M ă K and an NGpQq ˆH-equivariant
bijection
Ω: Irrp1pK|ν
Hq Ñ Irrp1pM |ν
Hq
such that, for every θ P Irrp1pK|ν
Hq, there is a character-degree-ratio preserving H-
equivariant bijection
τˆθ : IrrpG|θ
Hq Ñ IrrpMNGpQq|ϕ
Hq ,
where ϕ “ Ωpθq. Write U “MNGpQq and notice that H Ď U ă G and U XK “M .
Moreover, τˆθu “ τˆθ and τˆθσ “ τˆθ for every θ P Irrp1pKq, u P U and σ P H.
By Step 3, there is an H-equivariant bijection
Irrrelp1 pU |λ
Hq Ñ Irrrelp1 pH |λ
Hq .
Hence, we only need to construct an H-equivariant bijection
F : Irrrelp1 pG|λ
Hq Ñ Irrrelp1 pU |λ
Hq .
By Step 7 we have
Irrrelp1 pG|λ
Hq “
ď
θP∆
Irrrelp1 pG|θq and Irr
rel
p1 pU |λ
Hq “
ď
θ1P∆1
Irrrelp1 pU |θ
1q ,
where ∆ “ Irrp1pK|ν
Hq and ∆1 “ Irrp1pM |ν
Hq. We can define F as follows. If
χ P Irrrelp1 pG|λ
Hq, then χ P Irrrelp1 pG|θq for some θ P Irrp1pK|ν
σq and σ P H. Such θ is
determined up to U -conjugacy. Define F pχq “ τˆθpχq P IrrpU |ϕq, where ϕ “ Ωpθq P
Irrp1pM |ν
σq. (This latter fact follows from the fact that χ and τˆθpχq lie over the same
character of ZpKq “ C by the H-triples relations in Corollary 3.4.)
Now, F is well-defined since τˆθ “ τˆθu for every u P U . Suppose that χ, χ
1 P
Irrrelp1 pG|λ
Hq have the same image ξ under F . If θ, θ1 P IrrpKq lie under χ and χ1
respectively, then they must be NGpQq-conjugate because Ω is NGpQq-equivariant
and Ωpθq and Ωpθ1q lie under ξ. Hence injectivity also follows from the fact that
τˆθ “ τˆθu for every u P U . F is clearly surjective, and the proof is finished. 
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Theorem A follows from Theorem 4.4 by taking Z “ 1.
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